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	Whether you’re a trivia newbie, a seasoned veteran of trivia quizzes, or just someone who enjoys learning something new every day, The Big Book of Random Facts is the perfect book for you! We’ve brought together a collection of amazing facts, funny facts, random facts, and just all around fun facts. Everything here has been carefully researched and each page is bursting with new and interesting trivia just for you!

	

	You’ll find 1000 exciting bits of trivia in The Big Book of Random Facts ranging from history to sports to geology to movies and dozens of other exciting categories. Ever wonder what actor had the most Oscar nominations without a win? Or what country has the longest work week? Or who won Olympic gymnastics gold with a wooden leg? You’ll find answers to all of these and hundreds of other interesting facts in this exciting a fun-filled volume of The Big Book of Random Facts.

	

	If you want to become the master of your local pub quiz or maybe get better at those online trivia games, then this book is perfect for you. The fun facts you’ll find in The Big Book of Random Facts will improve your trivia mastery like never before with a wealth of exciting facts on every page!

	

	Tip: This is just one of those amazing bathroom readers.
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Accounting for Non-Accountants: The Fast and Easy Way to Learn the BasicsSourcebooks, Inc., 2006

	Accounting for Non-Accountants is the perfect accounting guide for anyone who has never taken an accounting class, and has no idea what a balance sheet, income statement, or statement of cash flow is.

	

	Dr. Wayne Label covers it all, in a style that's easy to understand and apply. This guide will help you get your...
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iPhone 5 Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Make the most of everything your exciting new iPhone 5 has to offer Now that you have the latest and greatest iPhone, it's time to find all the best and most fun ways to use it. This quick and handy guide presents all the important stuff you want to know, in a hip, helpful way. Packed with tips, tricks, and techniques, this edition covers...
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Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration I Exam 1Z0-133: A Comprehensive Certification GuideApress, 2017

	
		Use this comprehensive guide to study for the Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration I Exam 1Z0-133. This book is a unique introductory resource to the WebLogic Server certification for new Oracle Fusion Middleware administrators and a valuable resource for veteran WebLogic Server administrators seeking to update their skills for...
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Cloning Internet Applications with RubyPackt Publishing, 2010

	Most users on the Internet have a few favorite Internet web applications that they use often and cannot do without. These popular applications often provide essential services that we need even while we don't fully understand its features or how they work. Ruby empowers you to develop your own clones of such applications without much...
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WordPress Theme DesignPackt Publishing, 2008
This book walks through clear, step-by-step instructions to build a custom theme for the WordPress open-source blog engine. The author provides design tips and suggestions and covers setting up your WordPress sandbox, and reviews the best practices from setting up your theme's template structure, through coding markup, testing, and debugging, to...
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Recognition of Whiteboard Notes: Online, Offline and Combination (Machine Perception and Artificial Intelligence)World Scientific Publishing, 2008
This book addresses the task of processing online handwritten notes acquired  from an electronic whiteboard, which is a new modality in handwriting  recognition research. The main motivation of this book is smart meeting rooms,  aim to automate standard tasks usually performed by humans in a meeting.
  The book can be summarized as follows. A...
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